Rafting on the Kievka River +
Yelamovskie waterfalls.
Lucky Tours Company would like to present you an
adventure tour consisting of rafting down the Kievka
River, visiting of Lazo Nature Reserve, excursion to
the mysterious Petrov Island and observing
Yelamovskie waterfalls in one tour. Petrov Island is
known by its ancient yew grow that was planted by a
man and had a religious significance for ancient
people. The island has been inhabited since 8 BC
until the Middle Ages. Even now signs of human
activity can be noticed.
The river Kievka 102 km length is placed in
Lazovsky region of Primorsky Territory and starts
from the south-west slope of Sikhote-Alin mountain
chain. About 35 km can be used for rafting as its
watershed has a mountain character.
Not far from this river there are beautiful
Yelamovskie waterfalls, the part of the Yelamovsky spring. The largest waterfall is 20
meters high. They are placed on the foot of the mountain Lisaya (1400m high), so there
are a lot of different observation levels of waterfalls. This tour also includes trekking to
Yelamovskie waterfalls. Hope, you enjoy nature beauty of Primorsky territory.
SAMPLE OF THE TOUR
SEASON: 20th May-15th October
RATING: medium-difficulty. There are about 10 fords on the way of trekking. You need to be rather in a good
form for trekking and rafting. The rafting itself is 1st class of difficulty. (easy)
LOCATION: Vladivostok, Kievka River, Lazo Nature reserve, Petrov Island.
GROUP SIZE: max 30
COMMENTS: Please, take with yourself comfortable clothes for walking and shoes.
DAY

ITINERARY

MEALS

Day 1 Departure from Vladivostok. Lunch in the Vavila holiday-camp. Visiting office of
Lazo Nature Reserve and its museum. Meeting with Linda Curly, tiger specialist.
Overnight in the hotel of sanctuary.
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Day 2 Breakfast. Rafting down the Kievka river. Transfer on the sea shore. The way
passes through the territory of the reserve. Accommodation on the sea shore.
Excursion to the Petrov Island (3 hours). Overnight in the camp (on the sea shore)
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Day 3 Transfer to the start point of trekking to waterfalls. Trekking to the Yelamovskie
waterfalls (3 hours, 9 km in one way). Observing waterfalls. Hot tea and lunch
boxes. Returning to the start point (3 hours, 9 km). Late arrival to Vladivostok (4,5
hours on the road).
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*The program route and duration can be changed considering your wishes.
* We would like to offer optional tours to this tour. Please, find them in our site.

